
 

SOUTHWARD/SOUTHWARDS 

 

Consistent use of southward as an object of the preposition "to" ("to the southward") in 27 (out of 29) occurences; 

once as the object of "from" (See EOT-MS-3); once as the object of "for" (See OIMSPR14).  Southwards is used 

only twice (out of 31 total examples; see AF-MS-12 and AFTSR12). 

 

AF-MS-08, .p26 

-- {op"}We were waiting for the 

brig outside, but he slipped past us at the 

mouth of the river and we had to chase 

the fellow to the southward. 

 

AF-MS-08, .p2 

-- {stx} 

   The light night breeze fanned the brig 

gently to the southward, and the great blaze 

of light got smaller and smaller till 

it twinkled only on the horizon like a 

setting star.  

 

AF-MS-12, .p2 

-- To the north 

and south of it rose other islets, joyous in their brilliant 

colouring of green and yellow and, on the main coast, the 

sombre line of mangrove bushes ended 

to the southward in the reddish cliffs of Tanjong Mirrah, 

advancing into the sea, steep and shadowless under 

the clear light of the early morning.  

 

AF-MS-12, .p2 

Almayer sat sideways on the gunwale 

and with his arms crossed on his breast looked to the southward 

upon the sea.  

 

AF-MS-12, .p15 

Then the prau 

bore up to the southward, the light went out of the 

sail and suddenly the vessel itself disappeared vanishing 

in the shadow of the steep headland that 

looked on grim and severe, watching over the empty sea.  

 

AF-MS-12, .p15 

Above, the white clouds sailed rapidly 

southwards as if intent to overtake something.  

 

AF-TSR08, .p159 

op"}We 

were waiting for the brig outside, but he slipped past us at the 

mouth of the river and we had to chase the fellow to the southward. 

 

AF-TSR09, .p13 

You understand? A long journey to the southward. 

Tell him that before sunset, and do not forget my words."  

 

AF-TSR12, .p250 

To the north and 

south of it rose other islets, joyous in their brilliant colouring 
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of green and yellow and, on the main coast, the sombre line 

of mangrove bushes ended to the southward in the reddish cliffs 

of Tanjong Mirrah, advancing into the sea, steep and shadowless 

under the clear light of the early morning.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p250 

Almayer 

sat sideways on the gunwale and, with his arms crossed 

on his breast, looked to the southward upon the sea.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p262 

Then the prau bore 

up to the southward: -- the light went out of the sail, and suddenly 

the vessel itself disappeared vanishing in the shadow of the 

steep headland that looked on, patient and lonely, watching over 

the empty sea.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p262 

Above, 

the white clouds sailed rapidly southwards as if intent upon overtaking 

something.  

 

VICTPR33, .p303 

But Berg exclaimed at once {op"}Sail ho! gazing fixedly 

to the southward.  

 

COD-MS-0, .p15 

-- 

Just before Lukunga our 

carriers took a wide sweep 

to the southward till the station 

bore Nth. 

 

NN-MS-01, .p5 

Sullivan who had sailed 

to the southward since the age of twelve, who in the last 

forty-five years had spent -- as we had calculated from 

his papers -- no more than forty months ashore; Od Sullivan who 

boasted with the wild composure of a serene old age 

that from the day he was paid off to the day he 

shipped he seldom saw daylight on shore sat unmoved 

in the clash of voices and cries reading Pelham with an absorption so 

profound as to resemble a trance.  

 

NN-MS-02, .p29 

She drove foaming to the southward as if guided by 

the ** courage of a high endeavour.  

 

OIMSPR14, .p226 

There's also talk 
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of him going away in the {op"}Lord of the Isles" -- when 

she leaves here for the southward -- as a kind 

of Abdulla's agent.  

 

RESTR24, .p30 

And the truth is he came and went the same 

night; for, when the dawn broke on a cloudy sky the brig, 

under reefed canvas and smothered ins prays was storming along 

to the southward on her way out of the Gulf.  

 

RESTR35, .p44 

There was about three hundred yards to the southward of the 

yacht a sandbank nearly a mile long, gleaming a silvery white 

in the darkness, plumetted in the centre with a thicket of dry 

bushes that rustled very loud in the slightest stir of the 

heavy night air.  

 

ROVTSR10, .p180  

Peyrol 

hurried on and presently saw the English ship well over on the 

Porquerolles side with her yards braced up and her head to the 

southward.  

 

ROVTSR15, .p326 

That old man had always meant to go himself! And when 

a moment after, looking to the southward, he made out the shadow 

of the tartane coming round the land in the midst of another squall, he 

muttered to himself a bitter; {op"}Of course!" She had both her 

sails set.  

 

LJ-MS-05, .p91 

op"}Thirty two miles more 

on this course' says he {op'}and then 

we shall be clear and you may 

alter the course twenty degrees more to the 

southward'.  

 

SLTLYU-1, .p21  

On the other hand I had been living on deck practically 

night and day so as to take advantage of every chance to 

get my ship a little more to the southward.  

 

SMFTSR-0, .p14 

The only sign of human 

occupancy away to the southward was the cupola of a little screw- 

pile lighthouse; a dark speck looking no bigger than a floating basket 

in the distance.  

 

FRS-MS-3, .p44 

LDC 5/27/97 





  

.p44 

   [THIS FAKE GRAPH ADDED FOR CASE: DELETE LINE] 

{s1}A few weeks later coming 

early one morning into Singapore from 

a journey to the southward I saw the brig 

lying at anchor in all her usual symmetry 

and splendour of aspect as though she 

had been taken out 

of a glass case and put into the water delicately 

that very moment.  

 

FRS-MS-5, .p156 

The deep 

red band of the evening sky extended behind her 

gave a mournful relief to 

the black coast, the purple 

sea, the white beaches of 

outlying islets away to the 

southward; and Jasper his 

elbow in the main rigging and 

his head leaning against his hand thought 

of Freya.  

 

FRS-MS-6, .p185 

Why was that? Her masts only 

could be seen -- with furled 

sails -- remaining in the same 

place to the southward. 

 

FRSTSR-3, .p26 

sxp}A few weeks later coming early one morning into Singapore from 

a journey to the southward I saw the brig lying at anchor in all her usual 

symmetry and splendour of aspect as though she had been taken out of a 

glass case and put delicately into the water that very moment.  

 

FRSTSR-5,.p86 

The deep red band of the evening 

sky extended behind her gave a mournful relief to the black coast, to the purple 

sea, to the white beaches of outlying islets away to the southward;and 

Jasper his elbow in the main rigging and his head leaning against his 
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.p87 

hand thought of Freya.  

 

FRSTSR-6, .p103 

Why was that ? Her masts only could 

be seen -- with furled sails -- remaining in the same place to the southward. 

And soon the rumour ran all along the crowded sea-shore street that there 

was a ship on Tamissa reef.  

 

EOT-MS-3, .p130 

Three 

years -- thirty six times he had made 

these palms from the southward.  

 
 


